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Captain Marin Kukoč was born in Split, Croatia. He has thirteen years of experience in the marine in-
dustry on sailing and motor yachts. He studied at the Maritime College in Split and has an extensive 
knowledge of the Eastern Mediterranean - especially of the Adriatic coast. He offers an enthusiasm 
that blends well with the positive attitude of the entire crew. He works closely with his guests to en-
sure that all of their needs are met.

Captain MARIN KUKOC Nationality Croatian

Chef Boris Stričević was born in Split, Croatia. He has seven years experience on motor yachts of dif-
ferent sizes. His specialties combine Croatian, Italian and French cuisine using only ingredients and 
products that are seasonally, locally available. He tries to make guests experience unique and provides 
them with all the tastes of Dalmatia. He emphasises this in his meals, believing that quality of ingredi-
ents speaks for themselves.

Chef BORIS STRICEVIC Nationality Croatian
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Todi was born in Split. Like the rest of his family, he has been passionate about the sea from an early 
age. After finishing Marine Engineer School, he started to sail on different merchant ships. He got the 
opportunity to work in the yacht service where he gained a lot of experience. Over the last eight years 
he has worked as a chief engineer. He is a positive, communicative and hardworking person.

Chief Engineer TODI LESIC Nationality Croatian

Tonko comes from a small town in Croatia called Skradin and has had a passion for the sea and 
sailing since childhood. After finishing Maritime high school he graduated at the University of Mar-
itime studies in Split. He has experience in worldwide navigation as an officer on container ships 
and three years of experience working as a deckhand on a private yacht. With a pleasant, warm and 
hardworking personality he is truly dedicated to his job and people on board.

Chief Mate TONKO NONKOVIĆ Nationality Croatian
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Maja was born in Split and grew up in a small town on the coast, Dugi Rat (near Split). After com-
pleting high school, Maja decided to study a master's degree in maritime studies at the Faculty of 
Maritime Studies. While she was studying she worked as a waitress. After graduation she decided to 
start her yacht career. She is a hardworking person, reliable and flexible at any time.

Chief Stewardess MAJA CORIC Nationality Croatian

Ivana was born in the small town of Požega and grew up in Slavonski Brod, Croatia. After grammar 
school she went to college and studied Archeology. While studying she worked as a host/waiter in 
a tavern and she has also worked as a manager in a 4* hotel (Pinija, Petričane, Croatia). She is hard 
working, ambitious, enthusiastic and positive person who takes pride in her job and position.

Stewardess IVANA SPERNALJ Nationality Croatian


